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Toys

The old teddy
was stuffed
with sawdust.
Could he be washed in a
washing machine?

The new bear
is stuffed with
special soft
silky stuffing.
He is easy to
wash.

Links

Old or new?

What do you
think they are
made from?

Old or new?

Jack–In–The-Box

This is a new doll.
How is it different?

Shrek is new.
He is a character
from a film.

How do you know?

Old
or
new?

Same and
Different

Old or new?

Here are some trains.
Which are old and which
are new?

This doll has a porcelain
head and painted hair
with leather arms and a
cloth body. She is old.

old

Cup and Ball toys

Which are made
of metal and
which are made
of plastic?
A clockwork car

A toy monster truck

new

plastic hoops
hoops

How are
they the
same?

old
a wooden hoop

A game

A spring

Marbles go in
here and when
the handle
springs back the
marbles shoot
out. You have to
get the marbles
onto the numbers.
A handle to pull

Children played with table top games like this 50
years ago. It is a Mickey Mouse Bagatelle Game.
Have you ever seen a game a bit like this?

Which have paint
that is flaking
off?
How are they the same?

Old or new?
How are they similar?

On the next slide
there are some
wooden toys.
Do you think they
are old or new?
Would your
gran or grandad
have played
with any of
them when they
were little?

Hospital toys

mobile phones

Can you find out how
to play top and whip?

top and whip

Jacob’s ladder
Tops and whips were just plain wood. They
weren’t brightly coloured like wooden toys are
now. Can you find out what children did to
make patterns on their tops?

Objectives:
•to identify similarities and differences between old toys and new toys
•to speak about how they have found out about old and new toys
Activities:
Show old and new toys of a similar type, eg two bears, two trains. Ask the
children to talk about what is the same and what is different. Draw their attention
to design, materials and how the toys move, as well as to what the toys look like.
Ask the children to draw a picture of each toy and help them to label it.
Outcomes:
•show understanding that design, materials, and technology can indicate whether
a toy is old or new
•recognise similarities and differences between old and new toys
This activity could be extended by asking the children to represent these ideas in
a Venn diagram.
with
ith a top & whip:
For those who (because of increased traffic) have never played w
Like marble season there was always a top & whip season. (I was sent to the toyshop to buy myself a new
top & whip each year – probably in the spring) We stuck a drawing pin into the ‘top’ of our top and chalked
different coloured circles round the pin so that when it spun it made patterns. There were few cars in those
days so it was possible to stick our top into the soil in the spaces between the flag stones on the pavement
edge, wrap the leather thong round it’s stem, pull hard and spin it into the road where we ran after it
whipping it keep it going! (1950s / 60s)

new
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